
Answers Where are the fans? The beach / the sea: Artur, Karina, Caio, Joao, Andre, Joao Pedro. The city / hills: Aloisio, Victor Emanuela, Fernando. The football stadium: Patricia, Peter.
Match up Artur - excited, Patricia - democratic, Fernando - positive, Karina - sociable, Caio - unique, Joao - amazing, Andre - famous, Peter - brilliant, Joao Pedro - magical
Gap fill 1 - Emanuela, 2 - Aloisio, 3 - Patricia, 4 - Peter, 5 - Joao, 6 - Fernando, 7 - Caio, 8 - Victor, 9 - Andre, 10 - Artur

Why do you like football?
Send us a video telling us why you like football and you could win a shirt from your favourite Premier League team 
and get your video on the website. Look for the competition in Fans > Why I am...

Match up
Who said what? Match the brazilian fans with the 
adjectives they use when they say why they like football.

Artur

Patricia

Fernando

Karina

Caio

Joao

Andre

Peter

Joao Pedro

democratic

sociable

brilliant

excited

famous

unique

positive

magical

amazing

Gap fill
Complete the sentences with the names of the fans.

1. ________________  thinks football is important but 
doesn’t like watching football.

2. ________________  grew up playing football.

3. ________________ thinks the rules are easy to 
understand.

4. ________________ thinks football is a team game.

5. ________________ thinks it’s amazing when their team 
scores a goal.

6. ________________ thinks football has positive values.

7. ________________ thinks there is no other sport like 
football.

8. ________________ has no choice but to like football.

9. ________________ thinks it’s good to play with friends.

10. _______________ is excited by the crowd cheering.

Where are the fans?
In the video, the fans are interviewed around Rio de Janeiro. Match the fans with what 
you can see at their locations.

Artur   -   Aloisio   -   Victor   -   Patricia   -   Emanuela   -   Fernando   -   Karina   -   Caio  
Joao  -  Andre  -  Peter  -  Joao Pedro

the beach / the sea the city / hills football stadium

Vocabulary
Culture
the habits and traditions of a 
country or group of people
Adrenalin 
a chemical that your body 
releases when you are excited
Collaboration 
working together to achieve a 
shared goal
Magical 
as if created by special and 
impossible powers 
Include 
to make someone or something 
part of a group or activity
Unique 
different from everything and 
everyone else in a special way
Democratic 
based and organised around the 
idea that everyone is equal and 
can take part

In this video, the fans talk about 
why they like football. 
Before you watch the video, think 
about what reasons the Brazilian 
fans might come up with?
Why do you like football?
Talk to your classmates. Tell them 
why you like football. 
Do you think the Brazilian fans’ 
reasons will be the same?

 Player Interviews: Coming to the Premier League
Transcript

Is the Premier League popular in your country?
Ashkan Dejagah:  Yeah - of course. You have sky as well in german and they show, not every game but many games  
   from the Premier League - not from Italy, not from spain, so they show the Premier League.
Marc Muniesa:  Yes so much the people likes the premier league discover football the intensity the velocity of this  
   game.
Jose Fonte:   Very there’s five or six games every week it’s like the Portuguese League as much.
Jonas Olsson:   Yes, it's very popular, you know, you grow up with English football in Sweden. I think the Premier 
   ship is almost bigger than the domestic league. It's huge and I think the two biggest fan bases are  
   for Liverpool and United.

Where do your teammates come from?

Jose Fonte:  Well they come from various parts of the world all over Europe America South America  
   they’re from all over the world.
Marc Muniesa:  From England, Ireland, Scotland, Netherlands, Germany, Honduras, USA, Bosnia - I  
   don’t know more.
Ashkan Dejagah: We have a big mix so we have many so we have from venezuela we have from german  
   switzerland we have a lot of mix.
Jonas Olsson:  My teammates here? Well, all around the world, and I think that's why I see the Premier 
   ship as the best league in the world because you have all the influences from all around  
   the world whether they be players or coaches or owners. I think in our team we have 14  
   or 15 different nationalities. And it's really beneficial as a player, as a individual to be part  
   of that. I think.

How do you communicate with your teammates?

Ashkan Dejagah: We have a lot of players they speak german in Fulham, but yeah I try to speak English  
   and to learn English. If I speak always german i never learn English so I try to speak  
   English with the players but yeah we have also german language in this dressing room  
   sometimes.
Marc Muniesa:  With Wilson Palacios is in Spanish but with all the rest in English.
Jonas Olsson:  Mostly English, of course, there's been quite a few Dutch and Belgian playerrs here  
   during my time, and I was in Holland before so towards them I spoke a bit of Dutch. But,  
   I think English is quite global so that's obviously the main language here.
Jose Fonte:  We use mainly the English and some Spanish and that’s it English and Spanish.

What’s the best thing about playing in the Premier League?

Jonas Olsson:  That's a good question. Erm, I think that it's, you know, so global, everyone cares about  
   it, whether that be Scandinavia, America, the Middle East, Africa, wherever. It's always,  
   such a big interest from everywhere and like I said, to be part of that, to have teammates  
   from all round the world and to get other perspective on football and on life etc, that's  
   what I really enjoy really.
Jose Fonte:  The atmosphere from the stadiums and the fans are great.
Marc Muniesa:  All the stadiums a full the supporters always are making noise and for the players are  
   very good this.
Ashkan Dejagah: For me, everything I love, I Love the fans, the atmposphere, the dynamic in the game is  
   hard, this is like my ... I like to play hard and with the dynamic I can always say I love the  
   Premier League and I enjoy the league.

Player Interviews: We asked Premier League players to talk about their experiences living in the 
UK and playing in the Premier League.
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